The Hydrogen Cannabis Phoenix Project
Replacing the highly-toxic Oil & Nuclear Age
that has contaminated every man, woman and child worldwide,
with a Solar Hydrogen & Cannabis Age that the USA was founded upon by 2020.
By Harry W. Braun
Senior Scientist, Phoenix Project Foundation & International Association for Hydrogen Energy

The image (above left) of the unnecessary Oil Wars; scientist Harry Braun; the Peak Oil Age that is almost over;
Henry Ford’s Cannabis Car; a BMW hydrogen V-12 engine and liquid hydrogen storage tank; a liquid hydrogen tanker;
a Lockheed solar OTEC hydrogen plant; Windships; and a Honda solar hydrogen production and pumping system.

Princeton and Harvard University studies have documented that oil lobbyists secured well over $18 trillion
from American taxpayers for oil wars and tanker protection services since 1970, when 3 million, twomegawatt wind-powered hydrogen production systems, which would cost less than $5 trillion, would have
permanently replaced all of the oil and other fossil and nuclear fuels and chemicals now used in the USA.
Wind-powered hydrogen production and engine conversion systems have been in use since the 1800’s,
although Henry Ford demonstrated in the 1920’s that the least expensive hydrogen, ethanol and plastics
came from cannabis, which is non-toxic and renewable. Every existing engine, vehicle and power plant can
be modified to use hydrogen made from the sun, wind, water and biomass, which is the only known option
for providing “Sustainable Prosperity Without Pollution,” while powering indoor “Lifeboat” and larger “Ark”
organic food production systems that will be critical for surviving the climate change chaos that the National
Academy of Sciences has testified is already destroying major food production systems worldwide.
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“Make the most of the Indian Hemp (i.e. cannabis) seed, and sow it everywhere.”
George Washington, National Archives, Mount Vernon, 1794

“Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth and protection of the Country.”
Thomas Jefferson, National Archives

“Why use up the forests, which were centuries in the making, and the mines,
which required ages to lay down, if we can get the equivalent of forest and mineral products
in the annual growth of the hemp fields.”
Henry Ford, developer of cannabis-based fuels, lubricants, plastics and vehicles in the 1920’s.

Cornell University Physics Professor Carl Sagan, and medical professor Sanjay Gupta.

The Hydrogen Cannabis Phoenix Project
Replacing Oil & Uranium with solar-sourced Hydrogen & Cannabis
will put an end to the oil industry-sponsored Catastrophic Climate Change, Oil Wars,
Drug Wars, and the $100-billion a year Central American Drug Gang Caliphate.
By Harry W. Braun
Senior Scientist, the Phoenix Project Foundation, Democracy Amendment USA,
and the International Association for Hydrogen Energy (iahe.org)
171 Grandmar Chase, Canton, GA 30115 -- 770-905-7000
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The Honorable Ceasar C. Mitchell
President, Atlanta City Council
Atlanta City Hall, 55 Trinity Ave, S.W., Second Floor East
Atlanta, GA 30303-3584
Subject: Meeting request regarding the following scientific, historical, legal and constitutional
evidence regarding the existing drug laws in Georgia and the United States.
Dear President Mitchell,
Given the proposed medical marijuana legislation has been returned for a number of additional
considerations, including getting input from the police and the courts, please consider the
following evidence regarding this profoundly serious interdisciplinary issue.
1) Charles Whitebread, a professor of law at the University of California at San Diego, was one
of the lead attorney’s hired by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics (FBN) to document the legal
history of the FBN, which was created in the 1930’s by Andrew Mellon, the Secretary of the
Treasury, who was also the richest man in America due to the fact he was born wealthy and
then became the founder and CEO of Gulf Oil -- at a time when Henry Ford was creating
cannabis-based hydrogen and ethanol fuels that were less than half the cost of gasoline, and
automotive plastics (shown on the cover of this report) that were completely non-toxic,
renewable, and10-times stronger and 30 percent lighter than steel.
2) Henry Ford was developing a concept developed by chemical engineers called “Chemergy,”
whereby small farmers would generate all of the cannabis and other plant-based fuels,
chemicals and medicines – which would put an end the Oil and Coal Age. And given the
profit from a barrel of oil could be increased by over 1000 percent if it is used to make toxic
plastics or “Modern Medicine” toxic pharmaceutical drugs instead of gasoline,
3) Thus the oil lobbyists from Mellon and the other oil corporations, which included the related
chemical corporations like DuPont, which had Mellon as a major investor given DuPont had
acquired the patent to synthesize oil-based plastics from oil. Thus they collectively organized
a secret campaign to remove cannabis from the market by first changing its name to an
unknown Mexican slang term “marijuana,” so it could be made illegal in 1937 as a “new” and
dangerous toxic drug that caused criminal insanity and death, without any recorded vote in
either the House or Senate, and over the objections of the American Medical Association -and without the constitutional amendment that was required to remove alcohol from the
market due to Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.
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Grow Hemp for Victory in World War II

4) Few Americans are aware that although cannabis (i.e. hemp) was made illegal in 1937 by oil
industry lobbyists, when World War II started, and the cannabis supplies from Asia were cut
off, cannabis was so critical to the War Department that the U.S. Department of Agriculture
was ordered to set up a public company to grow cannabis next to the major railroad lines
throughout the United States. The fast-growing cannabis was then harvested, put on rail
cars and delivered to the DuPont Chemical Corporation for the war effort. But what was the
cannabis being used for on a modern battleship, which was so important to the war effort -given there was no cannabis canvas sails or rigging on a modern battleship?

The answer is high-explosives.
DuPont had a secret, cost-plus, no-bid contract with the War Department to supply
explosives made from nitrating the cellulose in the cannabis plants into the high-explosives
that were used by the U.S. Armed Forces and its allies to win World War II.

The high-explosives and plastics made from cannabis should have been in the public
domain, instead of making the already wealthy DuPont family -- even more wealthy. But
given cannabis is the least expensive source of hydrogen, medicines and plastics, the effort
to set up a public corporation to mass-produce the cannabis in every state should be
undertaken by the USA with wartime-speed, just as it was done in World War II.
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5)

Dr. William Woodward, the AMA’s Congressional Liaison, was upset that he had been
excluded from all of the secret meetings on this new marijuana drug, and he was further
outraged when he found out marijuana was really just cannabis -- which had been a major
element of America’s medical Pharmacology since the AMA was founded in the 1850’s.

6)

Dr. Woodward was also a distinguished attorney, and he objected to using the new
Department of Treasury’s slang term “marijuana,” which he characterized in his testimony
(which is available online at the PhoenixProjectFoundation.US website) as a “mongrel”
term that had no place in medical science. The AMA’s formal testimony was as follows:
“The American Medical Association knows of no evidence
that marihuana is a dangerous drug.”

7)

Due to the secrecy involved by the lobbyists in the Congressional subcommittee hearings,
Woodward and the AMA had no knowledge of the vast oil corporation interests involved.

8)

The oil and chemical industry lobbyists efforts to completely remove cannabis from the
energy, chemical, plastics and and medical market was absolute, given the Schedule 1
language, which is as follows: “The term ‘marihuana’ means all parts of the plant Cannabis
sativa, whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from any part of such
plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such
plant, its seeds or resin.”

9)

Mellon appointed his son-in-law, Harry Anslinger, as director of the new Federal Narcotics
Bureau, who was a former alcohol prohibition police officer, where the prohibition police
officers were placed on commission in alcohol arrests. Anslinger also used this same
commission-based system in the new FBN.

10) Thus police agencies in every state have used drug arrests to sustain law enforcement
funding from the federal government, under a program called the Edward Byrne Memorial
Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program, to provide financial incentives (i.e. commissions)
to police and related court personnel, to prosecute what are acknowledged as "victimless"
and non-violent crimes for the mere possession of cannabis, morphine or any other plants
or substances that the Drug Enforcement Administration (which is really representing the
Oil Industrial Complex) has unscientifically and unconstitutionally determined to have no
medical value. But how is possible to have a felony crime without a victim?
11) Both the Atlanta police and court systems receive substantial financial commissions from
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) for cannabis arrests and prosecutions,
which according to the Atlantic Journal (March 30th, 2017) have also resulted in the
seizure of over $28 billion in asset forfeitures over the past decade from drug suspects,
many of which occur even though the individuals were never charged with a crime.
12) In 1988, Francis Young, a senior administrative judge for the DEA, after weeks of expert
testimony on drug toxicity by pharmaceutical scientists, found that all of the oil-based
pharmaceutical drugs were toxic and potentially fatal -- including aspirin and other
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, which kill over 100,000 people each year in the U.S.
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According to Singh Gurkirpal, M.D., “Recent Considerations in Nonsteroidal AntiInflammatory Drug Gastropathy,” American Journal of Medicine, (July 27, 1998)
"Conservative calculations estimate 107,000 patients are hospitalized annually for aspirin
and other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug related gastrointestinal complications."
13) However, according to Judge Young’s finding, the only highly-effective medical substance
that has been successfully used to treat over 28 different ailments for thousands of years
was cannabis (i.e. marijuana) -- which was found to be completely non-toxic, given Judge
Young’s Ruling found no evidence that no death has ever been recorded from the use of
cannabis, which is a highly-nutritious food, rich in minerals, protein and Omega fatty acids
that keep arterial vessels elastic, thereby reducing the chance of stokes.

“When I first began to study marijuana in 1967, I naively believed that its only use
was as a recreational drug. I soon came to understand that it also had a second
important utility as medicine. Over the last decade and a half, I have come to believe
that there is a third category of marijuana use – enhancement.
14) Harvard Medical Professor Lester Grinspoon published a paper, “Cannabinopathic
Medicine,” documenting that if cannabis were legal, it would rapidly replace the vast
majority of the toxic oil-based pharmaceutical drugs now in use -- especially for pain -which would have a profound impact on the exponentially worsening national opioid
epidemic, given smoking cannabis is vastly superior to opioids for rapid pain relief.
15) In addition to pain, the AMA and American Cancer websites list over 28 medical conditions
that have been successfully treated for cannabis, including chronic pain, intestinal pain,
neurological seizures, multiple sclerosis, menstrual cramps, constipation, gout, malaria,
rheumatism, insomnia, vomiting, tetanus, coughs, gonorrhea, angina (chest pains related
to heart disease), cholera, epilepsy, strychnine poisoning, bronchitis, whooping cough,
absent-mindedness, depression, asthma, sexual problems, Autism and Alzheimer’s.
16) If a new drug were announced today that was completely non-toxic and highly-effective to
treat these 28 different medical problems, it would be called a “Superdrug.” Yet U.S. Drug
policy is based on the absurd assumption that cannabis has no medical use. The financial
implications of these insights are profound, given the toxic "snake oil" commission-based
health care and insurance system is bankrupting the USA -- according to David Walker -the former Controller-General of the United States. And the solution is to simply use a
non-profit, no-cost, universal preventative healthcare system for all Americans, which has
been successfully used by the U.S. Armed Forces since America was founded in 1776.
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17) A Scientific American cover story (December of 2004) documented that the cannabis THC
cannabinoids are not a toxic drug at all -- but 500 million-year-old neurotransmitter -- which
is used by vast forests of ancient protein receptors, which are located through-out the
brain and bodies of all humans and other vertebrate animals, regardless of whether they
consume cannabis or not. But these primordial neurotransmitters were found to switch on
a two-way communication and feedback system in the brain and gastrointestinal system,
which has completely redefined the science of neurology, which is why the editors of
Scientific American characterized the existing cannabis laws as "absurd."

Neurotransmitters are a specialized class of molecules that transmit neurochemical
messages between synapses in the brain and nervous system.
18) Ross Rebagliati won a gold medal in the men’s giant slalom snowboarding in the 1998
Nagano Olympic Games, but he was disqualified because he tested positive for cannabis,
which he publically acknowledged using before and during his high-speed Olympic runs. But
on appeal, he reclaimed the gold medal given the confusion regarding medical cannabis use.
But after an investigation by the International Olympic Committee, it was determined that
while using cannabis did not adversely impact an athlete's performance, it did act as a
performance enhancing substance, thus it could no longer be used in competition.

19) Given cannabis switches on the brain's two way communication and feedback system, that
would obviously help an Olympic snowboarder racing down a mountain at high-speeds,
wouldn't such high-speed maneuvers also require at least as much skill and split-second
coordination as driving a car? The fact that some of the most successful Olympic
champions in history have used cannabis while performing split-second reactions that few
people could equal is a significant factor in addressing the questions of driving an
automobile while under the influence of the psychoactive THC cannabinoid molecules.
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20) While there are clear blood level limits for driving under the influence of alcohol, after a
drug war that has lasted 76 years, there is still no scientific or medical blood level number
established to determine when an individual is negatively, or positively, influenced by the
psychoactive THC cannabinoids found in cannabis. However, the ultra-“high” performance
of Olympic athletes using cannabis like Michael Phelps (the most decorated Olympic
athlete in history) and Ross Rebagliati speaks volumes about the absurdity of the
cannabis driving under the influence (DUI) laws that were intended for alcohol, which has
clear numbers for establishing when drivers will be adversely influenced.
21) The International Olympic Committee scientific investigation into cannabis concluded that
both THC and other cannabis cannabinoids do not impair -- but rather enhance -- an
athlete’s performance. Some of the most successful people in science and industry have
also consumed cannabis for its profound intellectual insights over many decades,
including Cornell Professor Carl Sagan, Harvard Professor Lester Grinspoon, molecular
biology professor Francis Crick (a co-discoverer of DNA), Nobel Prize-winning physicist
Richard Feynman, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Bill Maher, Barbara Streisand and Justice M.
Ginsburg, who lost a seat on the Supreme Court for using cannabis in college.
22) The cannabis laws are not just unscientific, they are also blatantly unconstitutional, given
Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution -- which provides no authority to the federal
government to tell citizens what they may drink, eat or smoke (or what kind of sexual
activities they can engage in), which is why a Constitutional Amendment was required to
make alcohol illegal in the 1920's. Such violent attacks on the rights of millions of
American citizens, which impacts up to 90 percent of citizens in the African-American
communities, is absolutely no different than what the Nazi’s did to the Jews in Nazi
Germany. And yet unconstitutional instructions from judges has prevented Juries from
even considering such scientific or constitutional evidence.
23) The existing unscientific and unconstitutional oil-industry-sponsored drug laws have cost
the American taxpayers well over a trillion dollars, yet they have also empowered a $100
billion-a-year Central American Gang Caliphate, which has millions of gang members, who
according to the FBI are now committing over half of all of the violent crimes in America.

24) Given the illegal $100 billion annual drug business is out of control, U.S. Drug laws -which have empowered such violent gangs -- should be repealed immediately in Georgia
and the USA, allowing America to return to a poison-free and renewable Hydrogen &
Cannabis Age, with an energy, economic, and non-profit universal naturopathic healthcare
system by 2020, which will employ millions of individuals in every community immediately.
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25) Natural plant-based "naturopathic" cannabinopathic medicines have been successfully
used for thousands of years, including by Hippocrates in ancient Greece and the Essenes
in the Middle East, whose most famous scientist and naturopathic physician was a man
who called himself Jesus of Nazareth, which is documented in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in a
book, “The Essene Gospel of Peace,” which is available free online.
26) Jesus was named by his disciples as “Christ,” which is an ancient Greek word meaning
“the anointed.” Following the recipe for holy anointing oil that is found in the Old Testament
(Exodus 30: 22-23), Jesus would infuse nine pounds of a plant known as “kaneh-bosm”
(fragrant cane) into about six quarts of olive oil, along with essential extracts of myrrh,
cinnamon, and cassia. Scholars note that “Kaneh-bosm” is equivalent to the ancient Greek
word Kannabis, which is now the scientific term Cannabis adopted in the 1850’s. This
cannabinopathic mixture was then applied to the skin where it was absorbed into the blood
stream allowing it to travel to every cell in the body.
27) Kaneh-bosm appears five times in the Old Testament; in the books of Exodus, the Song of
Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. The root “kan” in this construction means "reed"
or "hemp," which was the common name for cannabis in Europe in the Middle Ages, and
in the American Colonies, until the 1930’s when its name was changed to marijuana.
28) The word “Essene” means “to heal,” and the Essene Jesus did not use supernatural
miracle’s, but instructed his patents on the healing "Angels" (i.e. photons or spectra) that
were found in sunlight, which are critical for allowing the body to heal itself, and other
healing "Angels" were also found in pure water and air, which is why the Essenes left the
polluted urban areas of their day, and lived in remote communal societies where they
developed sophisticated rainwater collection systems and prepared plant-based uncooked
(living) foods (including bread) in moderate amounts with only one or two meals daily.
29) Scholars acknowledge that no one knows who actually wrote the New Testament, or even
when it was written and edited, although Wikipedia speculates it was not for a period of
100 to 300 years after Jesus died on the cross, which is a long time for anyone to
determine what really happened. Especially given the supernatural “miracles” violate the
laws of physics (i.e. virgin births, walking on water, or making water into wine for a
wedding party), which were pathetic miracles at best, that had nothing to do with healing.
30) The unknown authors of the New Testament were promoting a new religion promising
eternal life based on faith, not naturopathic medicine they made no mention of the Essene
communities of scholars, even though the Essenes were one of the three major branches
of the Jewish civilization that existed for approximately two centuries before Jesus, and
some two centuries after his death.
31) Unlike the other two branches of the Jewish culture at the time, the Essenes were remote
societies of scholars who could both read and write in Latin, Greek and Aramaic, which
means they were able to read writings of the ancient Greeks, including Hippocrates who
wrote that the actual healing force lies within the body (i.e., the proteins) and “our food
should be our medicine, and our medicine should be our food,” which is where the critical
amino acids needed to build proteins are located.
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32) Unlike the authors of the New Testament, who lived long after the death of Jesus, the
authors of the Essene Dead Sea Scrolls were two of the Essene scholars, who were sent
by their elders to follow Jesus and carefully record his teachings, in real-time as he spoke.
And from a perspective of molecular biology and photobiology, Jesus was an enlightened
scientist and naturopathic physician, whose naturopathic medicine did not involve
supernatural miracles, although anyone observing his procedures would be enlightened.
33) If the American people were made aware of these natural and ancient preventative
medicine insights -- the tragic and unnecessary refined-sugar-based junk food obesity
epidemic characterized in the image below would not exist. Some might call that a
miracle. But if one reads The Essene Gospel of Peace, virtually anyone present at many
of these breathtaking procedures would surely have called them miraculous.

The Essene Jesus taught how to end the obesity epidemic with naturopathic medicine.
The Revealing Science of God
34) Given vast “forests” of cannabinoid receptors that are now known to be in the human
brain, have also been in the brains of virtually all vertebrate species for the past 500
million years, it is clear that cannabis neural transmitters are completely natural molecules,
which have been manufactured by proteins in the brain since humans and other landbased plants and animals have existed.
35) Given these primordial cannabis neural transmitters allow the proteins in the brain to
operate a two way communication and feedback system obviously has profound
implications in terms of an enlightened perspective from what has been referred to as
listening to the “inner mind,” the “cosmic consciousness,” or what has been called the “Id.”
36) From a perspective of molecular biology, this inner consciousness is all tied to our
biological creators, the protein-scale nanobes, which are a 4-billion year old highly
advanced civilization that has engineered, manufactured and operated every virus,
bacteria and other microbe, as well as every cell within every animal, including every
human being, brain and nervous system, with no exceptions. And yet the nanobes are
being killed and dissolved into super-sticky amyloid plaques, with oil-based chemical
poisons that now arrive in the wind and rain worldwide, which is one of the principal factors
that is in the final exponential stages of making the Earth uninhabitable.
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The Scientific Image of God

37) The X-ray crystallography image of the Subtilsin enzyme shown above right was provided
for publication in Braun's Phoenix Project book by Arthur J. Olson, Ph.D., Copyright ©
Research Institute of Scripps Clinic California. Each dot in the image represents an
individual atom of the protein’s 3-dimensional structure. DNA (above left) is a four digit
computer code for the production of all nanobial proteins, which are not just our Creators,
but our operators from nanosecond to nanosecond, who make, store, recall and
communicate all of our memories.
The Unnecessary Chemical Contamination of America
and Spaceship Earth.
38) Time magazine "Poisoning of America" cover story in 1980 (shown below left), and CNN's
2-hour "Toxic America" report aired in 2010, although CNN no longer allows this riveting
documentary to be viewed by the public on any of its websites -- no doubt because of
CNN’s ongoing oil corporation advertising revenue and investments.

39) Medical professor Sanjay Gupta produced CNN's “Toxic America” documentary in 2010,
which documented the oil and chemical industry’s high-volume mass-production of
chemical poisons since the 1930's (when cannabis was made illegal), has ultimately made
these poisons now so ubiquitous on the Earth and in its atmosphere, that they have
heavily contaminated the blood of every man, woman and child in the USA -- including the
unborn -- with a mixture of over 85,000 chemical poisons in only one generation. And this
chemical contamination of vast numbers of innocent people for oil corporation profits is
legal worldwide. Dr. Gupta has also produced several CNN medical marijuana reports,
including the dramatic impact of cannabis given orally to children with seizures.
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Amyloid Plaques

The super-sticky amyloid plaques are the remains of proteins that have been dissolved by
chemical poisons, just like gasoline dissolves the oil and grease off of automotive parts and
they gradually grow into larger and larger acid blobs until cell death occurs.
Amyloid Plaques Accumulating in Cells

40) As the Wikipedia "amyloid" article documents, these super-sticky blobs of dissolved amino
acids shown above are at the molecular heart of a wide-range of neurological and
degenerative diseases, which according to the USDebtClocl.org website are now
bankrupting the USA with over $27 trillion of "unfunded liabilities" for these Oil Ageinduced diseases -- including cancer, Autism and Alzheimer's. Such massive subsides to
the oil and health care corporations were provided by their army of lobbyists that bribed
the dysfunctional Presidents from both political parties, as well as the key Committee
Chairman in the Congress, in order to get what they wanted for the Oil Industrial
Complex. Thus the two political parties, which are all about raising as much money in
politics as possible, are not the solution -- they are the problem.
41) The only way to fundamentally end this political and corporate corruption, as well as the
production of the oil-based chemical and radioactive poisons, is to ratify the proposed 28word Democracy Amendment as the 28th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution -- with
a completely verifiable Article V Constitutional Convention Citizen Ballot, which can be
conveniently downloaded as a completely verifiable paper ballot from either the
DemocracyAmendmentUSA.com and/or BraunforPresident.US websites. One wonders
why all elections in the past have not been handled in this easy and completely verifiable
manner. But in the new Democratic government -- where secrecy and lobbying will be
illegal -- such verifiable ballots will be used in all future elections, as well as to determine
national priorities and to approve all laws that impact the majority of voters.
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Fukushima

Chemical and radioactive contamination occurs due to an immutable law in physics called
“diffusion,” which occurs every time cream is poured into coffee. Thus toxic chemical spills are
never cleaned up, but rather absorbed into the air, water and people in the global environment.
Thus the only solution is to make the production of such toxic chemicals illegal.

Even before the Fukushima accident, as the USGS Gamma-Ray Exposure
map above indicates, the USA was already contaminated with radiological poisons
from sea to contaminated sea, like uranium 238, which has a half-life of 4.5 billion years.
42) An immutable law in physics called "diffusion" is at the heart of the global chemical
contamination problem, because the chemical and radioactive poisons diffuse just as
rapidly as the cream in a cup of coffee, because the Earth and its atmosphere is
essentially a very large body of water. Thus if poisons are produced anywhere, they will
ultimately be absorbed by living organisms worldwide. But the mixture of over 85,000
highly-toxic and completely unnecessary oil -based chemicals like diesel fuel and gasoline,
will continue to diffuse as they remain highly-toxic in the Earth's land, air and water for
thousands of years into the future, leaving a legacy of a dead planet, which has never
been mentioned by the corporate news media, Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump.
43) Due to the trillions of gallons of chemical poisons that are manufactured and used
each year in the U.S., these poisons have already created a worldwide epidemic of supersticky “amyloid” plaques in the cells of every human being, as well as every other living
organism worldwide, including the unborn who now soak in a witches-brew of chemical
poisons from the point of conception. This is why vast numbers of children are now
born with these dreaded amyloid plaques in their brains and bodies that have dissolved
and destroyed critical protein and DNA molecules before they were even born.
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44) Henry Ford's "cannabis cars" are provided online in a remarkable documentary, "The True
History of Marijuana," produced in cooperation with the British Broadcasting Corporation,
which is posted on the BraunforPresident.US website. The entire second half of the
documentary interviews a wide-range of medical experts, and stunning video recordings of
cannabis cannabinoid molecules killing cancer cells while leaving normal cells unharmed.
A number of physicians and scientists are interviewed using cannabis for successfully
treating a wide-range of diseases.
45) Studies in the BBC documentary also verify that those who smoke cannabis have a lower
risk of getting lung cancer than those who do not smoke at all -- which is a dramatic
contrast to tobacco -- which is heavily subsidized -- although it well known that tobacco
now kills over 500,000 American's each year, while causing a broad-spectrum of diseases
in millions of other addicted individuals and consumers. Given the billions of dollars of
healthcare costs for this high-level of toxicity, tobacco should be illegal, and not cannabis.
46) Scientific studies have documented that over 24,000 oil-based toxic chemicals have been
found in purified water stored in plastic bottles made from oil. Moreover, the cannabisbased plastics are completely non-toxic, renewable, and biodegradable -- compared to the
oil-based plastics that are highly-stable chemical poisons that are non-renewable, highlytoxic and will be contaminating the Earth, its atmosphere and living organisms for
thousands -- if not millions of years if the poisons are injected underground in fracking
operations. And when so-called medicines are made from oil, instead of plants like
cannabis, the so-called medicines are also toxic.
47) People are typically given bottled water, assuming it is purified by a reverse osmosis and
carbon filtration system -- which do work exceptionally well at removing even the very
small molecular poisons used in pesticides. But investigators in Germany analyzed 18
major brands of bottled water -- and found that while the water may have been purified
before it was put into the oil-based plastic bottle, before long there were over 24,500 toxic
chemicals in the water, which were dissolved from the toxic oil-based plastics.
48) According to the investigators from Goethe University in Frankfort, who were specifically

looking for endocrine disrupting chemicals, or EDCs; they found considerably more than
expected, identifying 24,520 different toxic chemicals in their tests. After isolating the
chemicals and determining their impact on the body, the researchers narrowed down
those with anti-estrogenic properties to DEHF or di(2-ethylhexyl) fumarate. This finding
was of major concern. Out of the 18 different bottled water products, 13 had “significant”
anti-estrogenic activity, and 16 out of 18 inhibited the body’s androgen receptors by 90%.
In other words, the bottled water was highly-toxic to the human body.
49) This diffusion of oil-based poisons into water is also taking place on a global scale, which
is why there are now vast islands of plastic all over the global oceans, which are breaking
down into smaller and smaller toxic pieces that is now a major factor in the death of the
three-billion-year-old global ocean ecosystems that is now in its final exponential stages -that is being made uninhabitable in only one generation s by the Oil corporations, which is
summarized in the tragic images below:
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The Unnecessary Chemical & Radioactive Contamination of Spaceship Earth for Profit.
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In addition to making hydrogen from cannabis
Heronemus Windship and OTEC Hydrogen Production Systems
could have also been mass-produced in the 1800’s.

The Windship cutaway shown above was developed by engineering professor William E.
Heronemus, who designed the hulls for nuclear submarines before he was promoted to
Superintendent of Shipbuilding for the U.S. Navy. After Heronemus retired from the Navy, he
used his extensive experience as a naval architect to design various sea-based wind-powered
hydrogen production systems. The spherical hulls below the water are where the hydrogen is
produced from the seawater with electricity, and where the crews will live and work. And with
all of the hydrogen production equipment located below the water, the fish and other marine
organisms that are now in the final stages of being hunted into extinction worldwide would be
provided with a vast natural sanctuary.
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Accidents or leaks are not a concern because hydrogen is completely non-toxic and pollutionfree. From a technology development perspective, Heronemus observed that the Windships
could have been mass-produced in the 1800’s by replacing the sails on existing sailing ships
with rows of wooden wind turbines, which could then have generated and stored the hydrogen
in the hulls of the ships. Indeed, such sea-based wind hydrogen systems were first proposed
by molecular biology professor J.B.S. Haldane at Cambridge University in the 1922.
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Lockheed-Martin Solar Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
Electricity & Hydrogen Production System

OTEC systems alone could displace all fossil and nuclear fuels now used worldwide.
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) systems were initially developed in the 1800s, and
the one shown above, which is no more difficult to build than an oil tanker or offshore drilling rig,
could easily be mass-produced to make enough electricity and hydrogen from solar energy to
permanently displace the use all fossil and nuclear fuels now used worldwide. The 100
megawatt system shown above was developed by Lockheed Martin in the 1970s, but the OTEC
concept was first proposed by a French physicist in the 1800s and the first OTEC power plant
was built off the coast of Cuba in the 1920s.
This remarkably simple technology uses the largest solar collector on the Earth, the
tropical oceans, where most of the sun’s heat is stored near the surface. A cold water pipe
pumps up the near freezing nutrient-rich water over 1,000 feet below to complete the Rankin
cycle. Thus OTEC systems can operate 24/7, regardless of weather conditions, while providing
vast amounts of pure water and seafood as by-products, due to the nutrient rich cold seawater
that is brought near the surface in the power production cycle. Yet instead of supporting wind
and OTEC hydrogen production systems that could regenerate the oceans, the Bush, Obama
and Trump administrations promote fracking fossil fuels that have already poisoned billions of
gallons of surface water and underground aquifers worldwide essentially forever.
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A Lockheed Martin OTEC Plant Cutaway
and an OTEC Pilot Plant successfully deployed in Hawaii in the 1970s.

A cutaway of the 100 megawatt Lockheed ocean thermal plant (upper left) is provided, and a
Mini ocean thermal pilot plant shown upper right was also developed and deployed by
Lockheed in the 1970s off the coast of Hawaii. Although the ocean thermal research effort
was cancelled by the Reagan administration, Lockheed Martin is continuing to develop
commercial scale ocean thermal systems. For details, please refer to the Lockheed Martin or
BraunforPresident.US websites.
Solar Hydrogen Production Islands

The artist's concept above shows a technological solar hydrogen production island deployed
with three OTEC power modules, and an integrated array of wind turbines and photovoltaic
solar cells. With this core foundation in place, small communities and universities can be
integrated, and such solar hydrogen production systems and communities could permanently
displace the use of all fossil and nuclear fuels now used in the USA and worldwide.
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Conclusions of Returning to a Cannabis Economy

The Earth is the only planet known to sustain protein-based life. Yet this report has
documented that the Oil Age is rapidly making the Earth uninhabitable, as the proteins of life
are being dissolved into super-sticky amyloid acid plaques for the profits of multinational oil
and nuclear corporations. And none of this chemical contamination would have taken place if
Henry Ford's Cannabis Age and Economy had not been made unconstitutionally illegal by the
oil lobbyists in 1937, with no recorded vote in either the House or Senate. However, if
cannabis is once again utilized for energy, medicines and food, it would create a new, poisonfree and renewable industrial revolution. Consider the following historical evidence:


Cannabis has been a critical element in the development and expansion of human
civilization for over 10,000 years in order to produce the food, weapons and clothes, as well
as the heavy rope, rigging and canvas sails for virtually all ships in the ancient world -- as
well as for high-explosives for the U.S.A in World War II.



Cannabis was used in ancient Greece predominately by the Athenians, who called the
plant “Kannabis” and who then established the first known constitutional democracy. The
Spartans, who discouraged the use of cannabis for work or religious purposes, created a
police state instead.



Cannabis was one of the first crops grown in Colonial America because it was carried on
ships and used to produce sails, rope, food, paper, Bibles, schoolbooks, fabrics that could
last a lifetime for clothes, linen, drapes, and bed sheets.



Cannabis was the largest cash crop when America was discovered, and when the
government was founded in 1776 -- and it is still the largest cash crop in the USA despite
the fact that it has been illegal since 1937, with criminal penalties for possession in some
states more severe than for committing first degree murder.



Cannabis was far superior to tobacco according to George Washington, Thomas Jefferson
and other founding fathers and because it required no manure and was completely
renewable and beneficial to the soil, thus they believed cannabis should be the foundation
of the American economy. Tobacco use now kills nearly half a million Americans annually,
and causes cancer in millions of others, yet it is not only legal – but subsidized by the
federal government.



Cannabis was used by Benjamin Franklin, who owned one of the first paper mills in
America that processed hemp into paper, which was used in maps, charts, Betsy Ross’s
flag, the U.S. Declaration of Independence and the drafts of the U.S. Constitution; U.S.
Government Archives.



Cannabis was so ubiquitous in America, it was legally used to pay taxes in the U.S. from
1631 until the 1800s; LA Times, 8.12.1981, and from 1763 to 1769 it was illegal not to grow
cannabis in Colonial Virginia.
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Cannabis seed oil was used to make quality paints and varnishes until 1937. Over 58,000
tons of hemp seeds were used in America for paint products in 1935; Sherman Williams
Paint Co. testimony before Congress against the 1937 Marijuana Tax Act.



Cannabis was predicted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1916 to be able to
generate enough paper so that no more old-growth trees need to be cut down. The
Government studies reported that 1 acre of hemp equals 4.1 acres of trees. Plans were in
the works to implement such programs until Cannabis was made effectively illegal in 1937.



Cannabis was used in Henry Ford’s first Model-T, which used hemp biofuel, and the car
itself was constructed from hemp-based plastics and fibers. On his estate, Ford was
photographed in his cannabis fields. The car, “grown from the soil,” had cannabis plastic
panels whose impact strength was 10 times stronger than steel; Popular Mechanics, 1941.



Cannabis was called a potential “Billion Dollar Crop” by Popular Mechanics, February,
1938. By 2006, the annual crop of Cannabis was estimated to be in excess of $350 billion.



Cannabis was referred to as “The Most Profitable and Desirable Crop that Can be Grown”
in a Mechanical Engineering paper published in February of 1938, which stated that if
Cannabis was cultivated using 20th Century technology, it would be the single largest
agricultural crop in the U.S. and the rest of the world.



Cannabis fibers and seeds have anti-mildew and anti-microbial properties that make them
excellent for medical applications and hygiene products, as well as soaps, shampoos and
detergents, and cannabis also blends easily with other natural substances to produce nontoxic oils, lubricants, paints, plastics and printing inks as well as auto components such as
fenders, gaskets, seat covers, floor mats, and interior paneling for automobile vehicles.
Cannabis Super-Capacitators
A common problem of all electric phones, computers and automotive vehicles are the
batteries, with elements like high-grade lithium or graphene that are environmentally
destructive to mine and process. As such, Cannabis Supercapacitors are being developed
by Dr. David Mitlin, the head researcher of a group working on supercapacitors at the
University of Alberta in Canada, who says that their process of turning cannabis fibers into
a graphene substitute is about one thousand times cheaper than making graphene.
The American Chemical Society explains, “supercapacitors are energy storage
devices that have huge potential to transform the way future electronics are powered.
Unlike today’s rechargeable batteries, which sip up energy over several hours,
supercapacitors can charge and discharge within seconds. But they normally can’t store
nearly as much energy as batteries – a property known as energy density. One approach
to increasing a supercapacitors energy density is to design better electrodes. And cannabis
appears to be that better electrode.
Getting graphite, the parent of graphene, is a toxic and environmentally destructive
process. Graphite has to be mined then chemically processed to make graphene. Dai says,
“The peeled away layers of graphite use a very strong acid, like a sulfuric acid or nitric acid
to oxidize the graphite to make the graphene sheet.” This acid application damages the
structure, thereby losing electrical conductivity, not to mention utilizing a very harmful and
environmentally unappealing chemical agent. Cannabis is an ideal replacement for this
strong acidic process because it can produce graphene with a more connective structure
for dramatically less cost and no environmental contamination.
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In addition to the highly-toxic chemical treatment, there is also the issue of graphite
mining, currently a major problem in China where much of the electronics are produced.
Graphite is in the batteries that power Tesla Model S cars, Toyota’s plug-in Prius, and other
electric cars that promise zero emissions -- Yet production of graphite contaminates the
Earth’s air, water and people. In addition, graphite does not store energy nearly as well as
graphene, but peeling graphene out of graphite it is very tedious, making graphene very
expensive to make.
Mitlin and his researchers are taking energy-storing graphene from a low-yield
environmental albatross to a high-yield and planet friendly supercapacitor by using the stalk
of the cannabis plant as a replacement for graphene. Generally discarded in landfills after
its use, “the bast,” Mitlin explains, “is a nanocomposite that is made up of layers of lignin,
hemicellulose, and crystalline cellulose. If you process it the right way, it separates into
nanosheets similar to graphene,” which is vastly superior to the high-cost graphite.
Ford’s most recent cannabis car, the “Canabed,” is shown below.
The Cannabis Energy, Economic and Healthcare System

DemocracyAmendmentUSA.org
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A U.S. Article V Constitutional Constitution Citizen Ballot
In support of Passing and Ratifying the following 28-word Democracy Amendment
as the 28th Amendment to the United States Constitution:

“We the People,
hereby empower the majority of American voters to approve all laws,
federal legislation, presidential executive orders and judicial decisions
that impact the majority of voters."
I, __________________________________________________________________,
(Please Print First, Middle and Last Name)

am a registered voter in the United States of America, and I have carefully read and
considered this Democracy Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which will allow the
USA to replace the secrecy and lobbyist (i.e., bribery)-based Republic, with a majorityrule Democracy that will empower the majority to make secrecy and bribery of elected
officials illegal. Once the majority of voters are empowered, the partisan political
gridlock will end -- as the new United States Citizens Congress rapidly ends the USA’s
dependence on oil and other highly-toxic fossil and nuclear fuels and chemicals, that
are making the Earth uninhabitable -- by shifting to a wind and other solar-sourced
Hydrogen & Cannabis Age and Economy that Henry Ford was advocating -- and that
the USA was founded upon -- which is completely non-toxic and renewable. As such,
as per Article V of the United States Constitution, I hereby vote to both Pass & Ratify
this Democracy Amendment.
____________________________________________________
(Signature)

_____________________
(Date)

I am an American citizen, registered to vote in the State of __________________________________
I reside at _____________________________________________________________________
(Street Address)

(City)

(Zip)

Telephone ___________________________ Email address _____________________________
Once this Article V Citizen’s Voter Ballot has been completed, it must then be mailed to the Elections
Division of the respective Secretary of State, where the Ballot can then be verified, counted and archived.
And as per Article V of the U.S. Constitution, when a majority of voters from 38-States send in their ballots,
the Democracy Amendment will be ratified.
DemocracyAmendmentUSA.org

Constitutionally Empowering
the Majority of Voters is Critical
if the USA is going to end the Oil Age and Drug Wars and survive
the Climate Change Chaos and the Chemical & Radioactive Contamination
that is causing the Earth’s 6th Mass Extinction Event,
which is now in its final exponential stages.

Once the Democracy Amendment is ratified by voters in 38-states, Trump and the bribery based
Republic will be replaced as all of the oil and other highly-toxic and non-renewable fossil and
nuclear fuels and products can then be rapidly replaced with hydrogen and cannabis made from
the sun, wind and water -- which all photosynthetic proteins, microbes and green plants on the
Earth have been successfully doing on a global scale for over three billion years.
Given that humanity is now exponentially accelerating towards both a technological utopia of
regenerative molecular medicine, as well as an ecological oblivion of amyloid plaques and massstarvation, there is no time to wait for the next unverifiable election to ratify the Article V
Democracy Amendment, which will replace the Oil & Nuclear Age that is making the Earth
uninhabitable with a solar-sourced Hydrogen Cannabis Age that will power indoor lifeboat food
production systems like those shown below with simulated sunlight in homes and offices in every
community of the USA by 2020. Building, installing and operating such systems while modifying
every vehicle and power plant in America is the kind of infrastructure changes that will employ
millions of Americans, and be able to operate in spite of the climate change chaos the National
Academy of Sciences has testified is already destroying food production systems worldwide.

Living and working in a “Lifeboat” or larger “Ark” agricultural production systems involves
transforming homes and office buildings into a super-healthy solar-sourced hydrogen and
cannabis energy, food, and natural non-toxic plant-based medicine production systems.
Sustainable Prosperity without Chemical Poisons
Hydrogen is the Holy Grail for all energy, matter and life in the known Universe,
and it was first made from water with electricity generated from wind systems in the 1800’s.
And because such hydrogen systems are no more difficult to build than automobiles, they can
easily, rapidly and permanently replace all of the highly-toxic and non-renewable fossil and
nuclear fuels now used in the USA and worldwide, thereby providing a Hydrogen Age of
“sustainable prosperity without pollution” worldwide by 2025. The key is to ratify the
Democracy Amendment with a Article V Constitutional Convention Citizen Ballot,
which can be downloaded from the DemocracyAmendmentUSA.org website.

